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Resource structure for smart metering systems supporting 

prepaid functionality 

Ivaylo I. Atanasov  

 

Smart metering is one of the main application areas of Machine-to-Machine communications 

(M2M). Smart meters using M2M can automatically collect and send data about energy supply and 

usage for monitoring and billing by utilities companies. Prepayment smart metering systems help cus-

tomers budget with their utilities consumption. This paper suggests an information model of resources 

of smart metering information system which supports prepayment functionality. Based on require-

ments to energy usage monitoring for prepaid customers, a tree structure modeling relationship of dif-

ferent resource types supporting advanced tariffing and payment management is synthesized. Uses 

cases which illustrate the usage of the suggested smart metering resource structure are presented.  
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Introduction 

Smart electricity meters are the next generation 

meters which support a range of intelligent functions 

[17], [3]. Their primary target is the improvement of 

energy efficiency for the end users and thus reducing 

the greenhouse gas emissions. Smart meters using 

Machine to Machine communications (M2M) can 

automatically collect data about energy supply and 

usage for monitoring and billing by utilities companies 

[10], [11]. Most of the smart meters that are being 

installed today use M2M to send meter readings to 

suppliers providing them with the means for better 

understanding and serving customers [7], [12], [18]. 

M2M applications for smart metering provide func-

tions for raising customers’ awareness of actual con-

sumption and making smarter decisions about their 

energy usage by controlling individual devices within 

the home/building; and providing information via 

portal/gateway to an in-home/building display or aux-

iliary equipment [1], [4], [14], [16]. 

Smart meters can work in prepayment or credit 

mode [20]. The benefits from having smart meters for 

the prepayment customers include new and more flex-

ible ways of meter topping up, and remote credit top-

up facilities. Smart metering system allows the cus-

tomer to prepay for usage by suitable payment means, 

to connect a supply and disconnect it after a predeter-

mined consumption or certain time duration. Smart 

metering system provided with multiple rate registers 

for consumption (and where applicable) injection 

allows e.g. for time of use tariffs, critical peak, real-

time pricing or combinations of these.  

Modeling semantic information on M2M smart 

metering data provides an abstraction layer hiding the 

heterogeneity of M2M access networks and a clean 

separation of data transport from data handling [6], 

[15], [21]. Support for semantically annotated M2M 

data enables re-use of M2M data by many applica-

tions, simplified configuration of M2M applications 

and more intelligent adaptation to changing situations 

(e.g. in case of failure).  

ETSI TS 102 690 provides definitions of resource 

structure with a tree representation which is a mean-

ingful way for addressing resources and describing 
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how the different types of resources related to each 

other [9]. This improves overall system performance 

through the use of minimally structured data.  

For M2M communications, REST (representational 

state transfer) architecture style is adopted [19]. The 

main concept in REST is that a distributed application is 

composed of resources. The resource has a particular 

state that may be manipulated by four interactions: 

CREATE, UPDATE, DELETE and RETRIEVE. REST 

relies heavily on HTTP, where resources are web-

accessible. Each resource in REST can be addressed 

using HTTP URI (uniform resource identifier). 

Following the ETSI approach to defining resource 

structure, this paper suggests an information model of 

smart metering resources which supports prepayment 

functionality. A tree structure modelling relationship 

of different resource types supporting advanced tariff-

ing and payment systems is synthesized and uses cases 

which illustrate the usage of smart metering resource 

structure are presented. 

The paper is structured as follows. First the core 

resource structure for smart metering aimed at appli-

cations with functionality for remote entity manage-

ment is presented. Next, the requirements to energy 

usage monitoring control are identified and managed 

objects for credit/prepayment options and multiple rate 

tariffs are defined. Use cases supporting payment 

systems are described from the user point of view at 

the system functionality level. The conclusion summa-

rizes the contributions. 

Resource structure for smart metering 

As to [9], M2M Service Capabilities: 

- provide M2M functions that are to be shared 

by different applications; 

- expose functions through a set of open inter-

face; 

- use core network functionalities;  

- simplify and optimize application development 

and deployment through hiding of network 

specificities. 

M2M Service Capabilities may be implemented in 

the Network Service Capability Layer (NSCL) expos-

ing functionally to network applications (NAs), and in 

the Device/Gateway Service Capability Layer 

(D/GSCL) exposing functionality to device/gateway 

applications (D/GAs). Remote Entity Management 

(REM) capability provides functions pertaining to 

smart meter life cycle management and fault and per-

formance management. 

The NSCL is operated by an M2M service provid-

er. The root for the resources hosted by the NSCL is 

addresses by http://smartMeteringREM. util-

ityA.com. An NA needs to be registered to the NSCL. 

The smPaymentMgmt NA is as a smart metering 

application used for setting multiple rate registers for 

consumption (and where applicable) injection to allow 

e.g. for time of use tariffs, critical peak, real-time pric-

ing or combinations of these. It is registered with 

NSCL and addressable through 

http://smartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/application

s/smPaymentMgmt. A particular smart meter XXXX, 

which is installed, runs the application which allows 

the customer to prepay for usage by suitable payment 

means, to connect a supply and disconnect it after a 

predetermined consumption or certain time duration. 

The smart meter XXXX runs a DSCL configured with 

<sclBase> of http://meterXXX. utilityA.com/. The 

smPaymentMgmt NA subscribes for registering smart 

meters and creates a subscription instance newMeter 

under the resource 

http://smartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/scls/subscri

ptions in order to monitor the creation of an <scl> 

instance. On registration of the smart meter XXXX to 

the NSCL, the NSCL creates a <scl> resource under 

the scls collection resource addressable by the link 

http://meterXXXX.utilityA.com/scls/meterXXXX. 

When the DA registers to its DSCL it creates a re-

source under the http://meterXXXX.utilityA. 

com/applications/ collection with identifier usage-

Monitoring for the application collection instance. 

This resource is addressable through the link 

http://meterXXXX.utilityA.com/applications/usage

Monitoring. The announcement of the registered DA 

allows the NA to discover all the smart meter applica-

tions that are operational. The announced resource is 

addressable through the link 

http://smartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/scls/meter

XXXX/applications/usageMonitoring.  

Fig.1 provides the graphical representation of the 

DSCL and NSCL resource structure. 

Identification of requirements to energy usage 

monitoring control 

Prepayment functionality requires real-time control 

of energy usage [8]. It shall be possible to apply energy 

usage monitoring for the accumulated usage of energy 

by a consumer on a per predefined daily periods. This 

capability is required for enforcing dynamic policy 

decisions based on the total energy usage in real time. 

The smart metering information system that uses energy 

usage monitoring for making dynamic policy decisions 

shall set and send the applicable thresholds to the smart 

meters for monitoring. The energy usage monitoring 

thresholds shall be based either on time or on volume. 

The smart metering information system may send both 

thresholds to the smart meters. The smart meter shall 
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notify the smart metering information system when a 

threshold is reached and report the accumulated usage 

since the last report for energy usage monitoring. If both 

time and volume thresholds were provided to the smart 

meter, the accumulated energy usage since last report 

shall be reported when either the time or the volume 

thresholds are reached.  

Usage monitoring on smart meter level is active 

provided that certain conditions are met. For energy 

usage monitoring at smart meter level the applicable 

condition is a volume and/or time threshold has been 

provided and there is at least one rule activated for 

critical peak periods.  

Energy usage monitoring allows to connect a sup-

ply and to disconnect it after a predetermined con-

sumption or certain time duration. 

Managed objects for supporting advanced tar-

iffing and payment management 

The minimum revenue billing and functionality re-

quirements for the residential single phase, self-

contained meter types include the following [2]: 

1. Energy (Default) KWH delivered Register Only.  

2. KWH received Register Only.  

3. Energy Net Metering (|Delivered| - |Received|) 

Register Only.  

4. Energy Detent Metering (Delivered, disable re-

ceived) Register Only.  

5. Energy Secure Metering (|Delivered| + 

|Received|) Register Only.  

6. Demand (Block or Rolling Sub) kW Register 

Only.  

7. Instantaneous KW Register Only.  

8. TOU 4 + dynamic tier (e.g., Critical Peak Pric-

ing, Real Time Pricing, etc.).  

9. Up to 4 Daily Schedules (Weekdays, Sat, Sun, 

Holiday).  

10. Up to 4 Seasons.  

11. 2 sets of TOU seasons Registers (current and 

previous Season).  

12. Real Time Pricing Tier.  

13. Reactive Energy KVARh delivered (Q1+Q2).  

14. Apparent Energy (KVAh).  

15. Load Profile  

The utilities may use some or all of the defined 

functionality, as dictated by their business model 

and/or customer / regulatory requirements. 

A specific <mgmtObj> resource in the hosting 

NSCL is created to configure the schedules for specific 

energy tariffs. The aim is to expose at configuration-

time the corresponding management function of a 

remote entity (M2M smart meter) over mIa reference 

point between NA and NSCL. A managed object 

schedulesConf used for configuration is added to the 

remote entity by the procedure, shown in Fig. 2. Fur-

ther RESTful operations performed on the created 

<mgmtObj> resource shall be converted by the NSCL 

into a corresponding device management action per-

formed on the managed object on the remote entity 

over mId reference point using existing device man-

agement protocols (e.g. OMA-DM [13] or BBF TR-

069 [5]). The smPaymentMgmt NA requests to create 

a new <mgmtObj> resource e.g. schedulesConf 

resource by using a CREATE verb. The request ad-

dresses an mgmtObjs collection resource of the NSCL. 

The request provides also the attributes and as the 

schedulesConf resource contains sub-resources which 

also contain sub-resources recursively, the smPay-

mentMgmt NA creates each of the sub-resources 

gradually by sending the CREATE request addressing 

the parent resource of the sub-resource. 

DA: usageMonitoring NA: smPaymentMgmt 

mla 

<sclBase>:HTTP://meterXXXX.utilityA.com 

DSCL 

applications 

usageMonitoring 

scls 

SmartMeteringREM 

NSCL 

applications 

smPaymentMgmt 

scls 
meterXXXX 

dla 

mld 

mgmtObjs 

usageMonitoring 

subscriptions 

newMeter 

<sclBase>:HTTP//SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com

 

Fig.1. Tree structure model of smart metering application resources supporting payment management. 
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Fig.2. Procedure to create a resource.  

Fig.3 shows the tree modelling the configurable 

data about schedules. The schedule information may 

include static schedules and dynamic tier. The static 

schedule contains information for up to 4 seasons. 

Each seasonX resource, where X may be from 1 to 4, 

contains a sub-resource representing daily schedules. 

Each dailyScheduleY resource, where Y may be from 

1 to 4, contains a sub-resource representing daily peri-

ods. Each dailyPeriodZ resource where Z may be 

from 1 to 4 possesses attributes. In addition to generic 

attributes defined in [20], the dailyPeriodZ resource 

defines the following attributes: beginHour, endHour 

and price referring to the particular period start, end 

and the energy tariff. The dynamicTier resource is 

defined as a sub-resource of schedulesConf resource. 

Each criticalPeakPeriodX resource is defined under 

the criticalPeakPeriods container of a dynamic tier. 

Let us assume that the smart metering information 

system is configured to act as a prepayment meter. In 

this case, the schedulesConf resource definition is 

extended as shown in Fig.4. A prepaidProfile re-

source is added as a sub-resource to each dailyPeri-

odZ resource. The prepaidProfile resource is used to 

configure a predetermined consumption or certain time 

duration. The consumption resource has an attribute 

consumptionThreshold that indicates the overall user 

energy volume allowed for consumption during the 

particular daily period. The time resource has an 

attribute timeThreshold that indicates the time 

allowed for energy consumption during the particular 

daily period. In a similar way, a prepaidProfile re-

source with the corresponding sub-resources is defined 

under each criticalPeakPeriod resource. 

The tree modelling configuration information for 

prepaid energy subscription is shown in Fig.4. 

 
Fig.3. Resource structure of the managed object for 

configuration of the schedules.  

The support of energy usage monitoring requires 

definition of managed objects that set usage monitor-

ing trap events notification. Such events include 

reaching consumption/time thresholds. Trap events 

managed objects are defined to allow network applica-

tions to be notifies about events of interest. Such man-

aged objects are defined for each daily period defined 

in each daily schedule in a particular season schedule.  

For example, the consumptionDailyPeriodZ-

DailyScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent resource is de-

fined as a <mgmt> resource under the <mgmtObjs> 

resource defined at the NSCL. This resource defines 

trap events for reaching the energy consumption vol-

ume in the daily period Z, defined in the daily schedule 

Y of the season schedule X. The trapInstance sub-

resource contains information about one trapEvent 

supported by a smart meter. The trapID attribute 

specifies the meaning of the trap event. The 

eventOccured attribute indicates the event occurrence. 

The SmartMeteringREМ NSCL has been informed 

by the underlying management system that the event 

was raised in the smart meter and informs the 

smPaymentMgmt NA by using this attribute. The 

trapEventEnable and trapEventDisable attributes 

enables and disables respectively the trap mode which 

allows preventing the network applications from over-

loading with notifications. For keeping track of sub-

scriptions to the consumptionDailyPeri-

odZDailyScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent resource, 

the subscriptions resource is used as a child resource 

NSCL 

schedulesConf 

scls 

meterXXXX 

<sclBase>:HTTP://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com

mgmtObjs 

seasonX 

staticSchedule 

seasons 

dailyScheduleY

dailySchedules 

dailyPeriodZ

dailyPeriods 

dynamicTier 

criticalPeakPeriod

criticalPeakPeriods 

DSCL 

(meterXXXX) 

Hosting NSCL 
(SmartMetering

REМ) 

NA
(smPayment 

Mgmt) 

Requests to create 
a schedulesConf 

resource (CREATE)
New managed object is 

added to the smart 
meter by existing (OMA-

DM or BBF TR-069) 
device management 

procedures. 

Creation of 
schedulesConf 

resource

Response 

mld mla 
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of the subscribe-able parent. The subscriptions re-

source contains <subscription> resource (smPay-

mentMgmt NA) that represents individual subscrip-

tion to the subscribable resource. 

 
Fig.5. Resource structure for setting energy usage monitoring trap event notifications. 

 
Fig.4. Resource structure for configuration of schedules with prepaid profiles. 
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Use cases supporting prepayment functionality 

The end users that may be interested in prepayment 

functionality include Billing entity, Asset entity and 

Consumer. The Billing entity is an organization re-

sponsible for billing the Consumer. The asset entity is 

organization responsible for the installation, configu-

ration and management of the smart meters. The Con-

sumer is organization or a person consuming the elec-

tricity. Let us assume that the smart metering infor-

mation system is installed and configured to act as a 

prepayment meter. The smart metering information 

system recognizes the Bill entity and/or Asset entity 

and has an address for them. 

The Bill entity or the Consumer decides that there is 

a need to carry out a prepayment action on the smart 

metering information system. The Asset entity or Bill 

entity sends a message to the smart metering infor-

mation system to change the payment mode. The smart 

metering information system validates the request and 

changes the payment mode. For example, the change of 

start and end of daily period Z is done by the use of 

smPaymentMgmt NA which sends to the SmartMe-

teringREМ NSCL the request, shown in Fig.6. 
 

 
Fig.6. An example of REST request. 

The Asset entity or Bill entity receives confirmation 

of the completion of payment mode change. The smart 

metering information system displays pre-configured 

information from the Asset entity and/or Bill entity. 

The Consumer reads this information via a display and 

undertakes an action as a result of this information e.g. 

adds credit to the smart metering information system. 

The smart metering information system sends 

confirmation messages back to the Asset Entity and/or 

Bill Entity when actions are completed. 

In order to activate energy usage monitoring, the 

smPaymentMgmt NA needs to define trap event types. 

The NA uses consecutive HTTP POST requests to create 

each of the resources. On creation of a particular man-

aged object, the NSCL sends a general HTTP response.  

Fig.7 shows the HTTP request sent to create the 

consumptionDailyPeriodZDailyScheduleYSeasonX

TrapEvent resource. 

The smart metering information system monitors 

the energy usage by the Consumer and on reaching the 

preconfigured thresholds, it notifies the Bill entity 

using the smPaymentMgmt NA. Fig.8 shows the 

procedure for resource subscription and notification. 

The SmartmeteringREM NSCL uses an HTTP 

POST request to notify the smPaymentMgmt NA 

about the event occurrence. 

 

Fig.7. Consecutive requests for creation of a resource with 

its sub-resources. 

Conclusion 

The paper presents an approach to structuring re-

sources required for supporting of payment function-

ality in smart electricity metering M2M applications. 

The resource structure may is applicable to smarty 

meters that in addition to being simple end device also 

support prepayment signals. 

The suggested resource structure assists the two-

way communication between the smart metering sys-

tem and interested end users. The approach allows the 

customers to prepay for usage by suitable payment 

means, to connect a supply and disconnect it after a 

predetermined consumption or certain time duration, 

as well as the billing entities to provide multiple rate 

registers for consumption (and where applicable) in-

jection to allow e.g. for time of use tariffs, critical 

peak, real-time pricing or combinations of these. ETSI 

resource structure is followed. Managed objects are 

defined which may be used for smart meter configura-

POST 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs HTTP1.1 

POST 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent HTTP1.1 

POST 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/trapInstance 
HTTP1.1 

POST 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/trapInstance/trap
EventEnable HTTP1.1 

POST 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/mete
rXXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDail
yScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/subscriptions 
HTTP1.1 

POST 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityS.com/slcs/meter
XXXX/mgmtObjs/consumptionDailyPeriodZDaily
ScheduleYSeasonXTrapEvent/subscriptions/sm

artmeteringPrepaid HTTP1.1 

PUT 
http://SmartMeteringREM.utilityA.com/slcs/meterXX
XX/mgmtObjs/schedulesCong/staticSchedule/seas
onX/dailyScheduleY/dailyPeriodZ HTTP1.1 
 

beginHour=07&endHour=09 
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tion and energy usage. The approach applicability is 

demonstrated by use cases that illustrate addressing of 

REST resources. 

The definition of resource structure with a tree rep-

resentation provides m2M applications, using M2M 

service capabilities with a meaningful way for ad-

dressing resources and thus supporting the REST 

principle of decoupling the client and server. In addi-

tion, the structural approach to M2M resource defini-

tion improves the overall system performance through 

the use of minimally structured data. 

DSCL 

(meterXXXX) 

Hosting NSCL 
(SmartMetering

REМ) 

NA
(smPayment 

Mgmt) 

Requests to 
subscribe to trap 
events resource 

(CREATE) 

Local processing 

(resource creation) 

 Response 

mld mla 

Local processing 

(resource creation) 

Requests to 
subscribe to trap 
events resource 

(CREATE) 

Local processing 
(notification 

triggered) 

Notification 
(NOTIFY) 

 Response 

Notification 
(NOTIFY) 

 Response 

Local processing 
(notification 

triggered) 

 

Fig.8. Procedures for subscription and notification. 
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